
	

 

ALDILA® Debuts QUARANTA™ Sapphire Series  
 

Carlsbad, CA (April 1, 2018) – ALDILA® has introduced the mid-launching, mid-spinning QUARANTA™ 
Sapphire Wood Series for the Asian market. Its smooth bend profile provides a responsive tip- and mid-
section that is balanced by a more stable butt-section. This version is lighter weight and has a lower 
torque than the recently introduced QUARANTA™ Blue Series, and features premium ion plating and 
high-modulus MR70 carbon fiber that helps it launch lower, with a flatter ball flight. 
 
Innovative, stable and precision-crafted, this improves on the original high-performance, sub-50-gram 
shaft. Typically ultralight shafts often give up strength, flex, torsional stiffness and overall stability. We 
incorporated our NexGen Micro Laminate Technology® (MLT), to provide the highest performance 
available in an ultralight shaft. By optimizing structure and material placement, the ALDILA® 
QUARANTA™ Series offers optimum flex and torque characteristics for better players while still 
maintaining the feel that players of all abilities need.  
 

Who’s it best for? 
Players looking to maximize club head speed or launch at a higher trajectory without sacrificing stability. 
 

Pricing & Availability 
The new ALDILA® QUARANTA™ Sapphire Series will be available through ALDILA® authorized retailers 
and dealers nationwide, and has a suggested manufacturer’s retail price of $350 USD. 
 
QUARANTA™ Sapphire 40 (L, R, S) 
QUARANTA™ Sapphire 50 (R, S, TX) 
 

About Us 
ALDILA®, INC. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation, dedicated to 
designing and developing high performance composite golf shafts for discerning golfers everywhere. 
ALDILA® leverages the vertically integrated resources of its parent company, which gives it a competitive 
advantage. Over the years, it has been a leading supplier of premium composite golf shafts worldwide. 
With many of the world's best players using its golf shafts, ALDILA® has established itself as a leading 
force in the golf industry. 
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Mark Gunther 
Vice President, Sales & Marketing 
MCA GOLF, INC. 
E. mgunther@aldila.com 
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